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Executive Summary
On August 22-23, 2011 a work session was conducted at the Marriot Waikiki Beach
Hotel sponsored by the Hawaii State Office of Planning, Hawaii Ocean Resources Management
Plan (ORMP) with the goal of creating climate change policies for the State of Hawaii. The work
session was facilitated by The Hawaii Research Center for Futures Studies and Donna Ching,
PhD. This report summarizes the work session proceedings, participant responses and policy
recommendations based upon those responses.
The work session began with an address by Jim Dator. The participants were then divided
into groups and placed into one of four futures scenarios of Hawaii in the year 2060. The
scenarios were presented numerically, but not by theme as they are below. The scenarios were
created according to futures methodologies: environmental scans and interviews with experts in
fields related to climate change. In each scenario participants discussed six questions, the
responses to which were then used to generate a summary of general trends, drivers and outliers.
The four scenarios are:
Continued Growth: heavy focus on the persistence of a growth-oriented,
technologically progressive, multinational, corporation-guided, ultra-rich population that
controls most of Hawaii‘s politics and economy.
Disciplined: heavy focus on conservation and resource management. Society guided by a
single decision maker using Confucian ideals. Active social control, hybrid manual and
fuel-based energy generation, severely limited access to non-locally produced resources.
Collapse: driven by resource and food shortages, coupled with an increase in
environmental disasters. Hawaii is more isolated from the mainland, increased emphasis
on community-based governance, a return to traditional ways of doing things.
Transform: a fundamental shift in society and technology, purposeful acceleration of
climate change, heavy utilization of genetic and cybernetic adaptation strategies.
Utilization of the ocean as a new urban environment, both below and above the water.
The questions presented to participants during the work session were designed to address the
areas of statewide concern regarding climate change in the State of Hawaii, which are necessary
for improving the quality of life for Hawaii's present and future population. Participant
responses were compiled and analyzed for points of agreement common to all four scenarios.
These points of agreement are presented as policy recommendations, which are the culminating
product of this report.
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Opening Remarks by Jim Dator
The following text is a transcript of the opening statement given by Jim Dator as an introduction
to the work session to all participants on 22 August 2011.
The purpose of our two-day workshop is to help create laws, plans, policies, and actions
that will turn a novel set of emerging trends and events into positive opportunities for everyone
in Hawaii. The trends and events are the knowns and unknowns associated with the terms,
"Global Climate Change" (sometimes also called "Global Warming" though that can be
misleading) and "Sea Level Rise." Those terms themselves portend a whole series of other
changes in the Earth's biosphere and sociospheres and in the resources of nature upon which
human and all life on Earth depends.
This is serious business and it will be a challenge for us to do what needs to be done in
two short days. However, we have tried to assemble the best minds and spirits in Hawaii to do
the job. I hope we have chosen well. A lot of the future of Hawaii is in your hands and minds and
actions. Please do the best you can!
At the same time, we hope you will find the activities that we have planned for you to be
interesting, useful, and fun in and of themselves; that you will come to think about the futures of
Hawaii in general, and not only in relation to climate change, and your role in shaping Hawaii's
futures, in different and more powerful ways.
For most of today, we will ask you to "experience" and evaluate several alternative
futures for Hawaii by 2060. As you will see, none of the alternatives is like Hawaii of 2011, but
much of each future has its seeds in the present and past, and each will grow and not grow in part
by actions we take or fail to take at the end of the workshop tomorrow. I will say more about the
details of today's activities, and of tomorrow's, at the end of my talk today.
According to the terminology of contemporary geology, the Earth has gone through many
lengthy periods of substantial change, dynamic stability, substantial change, dynamic stability…,
called, according to their relative lengths, "Eras", "Periods" or "Epochs". Some of you are far
more intimately familiar with them than I am. All of you probably have some vague ideas if only
from movies and TV shows. They are related to the origin of the universe--"it all began with big
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bang"--the origin of the solar system, of Earth and our Moon (or two moons that became the
Moon), the eventual origin of life, perhaps more than once, followed by a series of extinctions or
near extinctions, and flourishings, and extinctions, and ice ages (maybe even when Earth was a
Giant Snowball), until only an eye blink ago when primates and then a special branch of
primates eventually self-designated, homosapiens, and then more extravagantly self-named
"homosapiens, sapiens"--namely us: The current Crowns of Creation and Rulers of the Universe.
The Epoch during which humans evolved is called the Holocene and is but a tiny sliver at
the end of linear depictions of all of Earth's Epochs, Periods, and Eras. Nonetheless, even though
humans are extremely recent arrivals in the overall cosmological, geological, and biological
evolutionary processes, some scientists are now saying that the Earth and all its inhabitants are
moving from the Holocene Epoch into the Anthropocene Epoch.
And that is truly something new under the sun.
Those who say we are entering the "anthropocene epoch" wish to show that humans have
now become a major geological force. Though we only recently evolved into sentient beings
ourselves, we have in the last forty thousand years or so, and especially in the last 8000 years,
and 300 years, and 100 years, influenced every geological and biological process on Earth that
once operated "naturally" (that is to say, "without human influence"-- of course humans are part
of "nature" and so we are to that extent acting "naturally" whatever we do. It cannot be
otherwise).
All living things influence their environment. All evolution is symbiotic--a mutual
interrelationship between an organism and its environment. But humans have become something
quite unprecedented on this Earth. As someone put it, "there is no place on Earth where the hand
of man has not set foot!" We find human influence, more or less significant, everywhere in the
biosphere. Moreover, human influence is increasing everywhere, every day.
This is not something new for humans--not something that only industrial humans, or
"western man" has done recently. To the contrary, wherever early humans have moved out of
Africa and across the globe, the local flora and fauna have all let out the cry: "Here come the
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humans! There goes the neighborhood". The evidence is clear that humans have long had a
major role in shaping the planet, exterminating species, and modifying existing ones.
The only thing that is different about recent human activity--the last 8,000 and then 200
or so years--is the scope of our abilities to modify "nature"; our biospheric reach across time as
well as across space. Humans do things that not only effect life everywhere on the planet now,
but also last for thousands of years into the future. It was difficult for us to reach so far into the
future and across the planet before the scientific-technological revolution of 200-300 years ago.
And now, with our universities and research labs making new scientific discoveries and pouring
out new technologies and processes every day, humans are changing the world far faster than
ever before.
So we are in a new geological epoch, the Anthropocene.
But there is more to it than that. Humans are changing the world faster than we are
understanding it. While what our scientists know about the world is extraordinarily impressive,
and while new discoveries are announced every day, there is still much we do not know. Indeed,
there may be much we do not even know about. We don't know we don't know because we don't
know it. We are discovering our ignorance and errors as fast as we are gaining new
understanding, and yet we go on changing the world.
That is the key.
Perhaps it would have been better if we had first understood the processes of nature and
then changed them (if we decided they needed changing, or had to be changed in order to
achieve some other goal). But we did not do that. And now it is too late to do anything except
take responsibility for what we have done and are continuing to do. As Walter Truett Anderson
said some time ago, it is like telling a teenager that she should wait and not go through puberty
until she is older and wiser and can understand the changes she is going through. No doubt that is
true, but it is not very helpful. We absolutely cannot or will not voluntarily stop learning and
acting. So we must learn how "to govern evolution" even while we shape it more and more
directly.
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The issues surrounding climate change also present humans with unique ethical
challenges as well. Traditionally, all ethics had been based on some version of The Golden Rule:
"Do to others as you want them to do to you." Or "don't do to others what you don‘t want them
to do to you." This principle is also called "reciprocity." For most of human history, humans
lived in small, face-to-face societies where people could "do" to you if you did something they
did not like. That is not the world we live in today. Now we can do things to people on the other
side of the world and not care about it at all since they can't do back to us--until they suddenly do
get back at us, as they did on September 11, 2001, and still have our complete attention ten years
later as a consequence.
What about future generations? We can do unprecedented things to them but they cannot
do anything to us at all. Is that fair? Is that ethical? Do we give a damn since they can't get back
at us?
Climate change presents us with what has been called "a perfect moral storm" because
what we are doing is so unfair to future generations. We say we cherish "family values." We
purport to care for our children and grandchildren and for future generations. Now is the time to
show them how much we care, or how little.
Which brings us to our task today and tomorrow. We have to start making policies, or
deciding we don't have to make policies, to deal with one of the greatest uncertainties with
potentially the greatest consequences that humans have ever faced, presumably because of
human interaction with once-"natural" processes.
What we know about this process called "global climate change" is pretty impressive.
What we don't know for sure is pretty scary: for some people that is immobilizing; for others it is
a reason for temporizing, or denying, what is known.
On top of all this, no one can know the future for sure, although most of us often act as
though we do. Most typically, we think about "the future" very narrowly. We focus on ourselves
(and/or our company, or church, or community) and what lies ahead for us. Typically, we
assume that while we will change, the rest of the world will hold still. Or, more precisely, that
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while the world around us may change, it will change in ways so much like the present that we
can ignore them and just focus on ourselves and our changes.
Unless we are careful, we might devise policies for adapting to global change that fail
because we failed to assess broader social and environmental changes and continuities. Once
upon a time, that was a very successful way to face the future. In fact, for most of human
experience on this planet, the social and environmental world around us did not change, or else
for the most part changed in highly dependable and often cyclical ways, like the seasons. It was
folly to worry about anything but ourselves and our immediate futures.
Humans lived in societies where the future was "flat" for tens of thousands of years. We
are psychologically, and probably biologically, adapted to such a relatively unchanging world.
But that is not the world we live in now.
Beginning with the processes we call "civilization"--with the emergence of writing,
agriculture, and life in cities and sedentary communities--until the social and environmental
transformations caused by the plague, natural climate change, the Enlightenment, the
Reformation, the printing press and ultimately the scientific-technological revolution several
hundred years ago, and then more recently with the energy, electronic and political/economic
transformations--including the perpetual revolutions caused by scientific/technological/military
R&D--of the last 100 years or so, we now live in conditions of perpetual and fundamentally
unpredictable social and environmental change.
Some people love it. Others hate it. Most ignore it and accept the present, whatever it is,
as given and eternal with little thought or foresight: que sera, sera.
Fair enough, you might say. So, what are the "broader social and environment changes
and continuities" we need to consider?
To answer that question, I need to say a bit about what futures studies is and what it is not.
Futures studies as an academic and as a consulting activity is based on the identification
and analysis of images of the futures; theories of social stability and change; methods of social
forecasting and design; the monitoring of continuing trends (often termed "driving forces) and
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the identification of emerging issues which might alter those trends or create new ones. Futures
studies is related to but different from planning and policy-making, just as planning and policymaking are related to but different from day-to-day administration. Just as day-to-day
administration should be guided by prior planning and policies, so also should planning and
policies be guided by prior futures foresight activities. Policy-making and planning without prior
futures foresight is at best worthless and most likely harmful.
Some of the fundamental principles of futures studies are these:
Futurists cannot predict THE future. No one can. A prediction is intended to be a true
state, an accurate statement, about the futures. Once we lived in communities where prediction
was possible. Not now.
Futurists can and do forecast alternative futures. A forecast is intended to be a logical
statement, a useful statement, about the futures. Futures thus are plural, alternative, diverse,
possible. In a (French) word, "futuribles". Thus we speak of possible "alternative futures" and
not "THE future" as though it were a pre-existing entity "out there" waiting to be predicted.
Most importantly, futures studies helps you invent preferred futures. Envisioned and
invented futures are not "utopias"--they are not impossibly perfect places. Preferred futures are
"eutopias"--the best possible real world you can imagine given the challenges and opportunities
coming towards us, like giant tsunami, from the futures.
Finally, to be effective, the process of forecasting alternative futures and envisioning and
moving towards preferred futures must be done continuously. To be effective, this furturing
process needs to be incorporated in all organizations somehow. It needs to be some unit's duty to
always look ahead and not be responsible for planning or daily activities.
Any statement about the futures must be based on some theory of social stability and
change. There are many such theories available, and futurists must constantly be striving to test
and improve the theory that guides their work. We recognize that society is shaped by biology
(including human biology), the environment (both "natural" and "built"), by culture (and
especially language), by technology, and by human will and actions.
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We live in a world where new technologies are invented, developed, produced and
diffused daily. Thus we focus on technology as the major agent of social change in our world.
The diffusion of current technologies to places where they have not been used before, and the
creation and diffusion of new technologies everywhere changes behavior, which changes beliefs,
which changes societies as cohorts for whom these technologies are "natural" replace those
cohorts whose behavior and beliefs were shaped by older technologies.
This theory is best captured in the statement by the Canadian philosopher of media,
Marshall McLuhan: "We shape our tools and thereafter our tools shape us."
Though technology may be the "prime mover", it then influences other social and
environmental factors that become drivers of social stability and change in and of themselves.
For example, population, energy, the economy, the environment, culture, and governance. Each
of these are shaped by technology, but are also shapers of other behavior and values, thus
contributing to social stability and change.
Over the years, we have learned that all of the billions of images of the future that exist in
the minds and actions of humans can be lumped into four "generic" images of the futures that
serve as motivations for human individual and group behavior. The four generic images of the
futures are Continued Growth, Collapse, Discipline, and Transformation. Whenever we are
asked, "so what is the future," we reply, "there are four alternative futures."
Grow is the official view of the future everywhere. Since the 19th century, every
institution in every nation has been increasingly oriented towards growth, development, progress
via technologically inspired economic growth. Every course in every school at every level
everywhere is oriented towards making and keeping the economy growing "forward"; or
recovering growth if it is stagnant.
But more and more people now are worried about social collapse. The reasons are
manifold and changing from day to day--economic collapse, environmental collapse, moral
collapse; attack by terrorists or asteroids…. Recently, however, especially in the U.S. and
Europe, the fear of economic and environmental collapse is rivaling Grow as a dominant image
of the futures, as more and more subsystems seem to be collapsing or in danger of it.
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So, we must prevent collapse, and turn from unsustainable growth, more and more people
are saying, and discipline ourselves around some set of values, from God, nature, our culture,
ourselves. We cannot continue to grow and we do not want to collapse. We must discipline
ourselves to survive and thrive, they say.
No, some futurists, such as Ray Kurzweil retort. Because of the accelerating rate of
technological change, we are heading towards the Singularity--a point of unity of many
processes thought independent of one another. That will transform Earth and humans into a
profoundly new and more powerful mode of living guided by artificial intelligences,
transhumans, and life in space.
All ideas about the future are specific examples of one of these four images, we believe.
With that as a background, I now need to explain what we are asking you to do for the
rest of the morning and part of the afternoon.
The graduate students and staff of the Hawaii Research Center for Futures Studies have
devised four alternative futures for Hawaii. They are possible specific examples (among many
other possible examples) of the generic four alternative futures I just outlined to you. These are
not intended to be preferred futures. Nor are they "best case scenarios" or "worst case scenarios".
Each has its "good parts" and its "bad parts"
We will ask you to do your best to succeed in each future just as you do your best to
succeed in the present. No future is more or less likely than any other. Each is a specific example
of how the four generic futures that always lie ahead might work out for Hawaii.
Moreover, we did not "make up" these specific futures in the sense of simply using our
imagination. Each is as "empirically based" as any image of the futures can be. Each is based on
plausible statements by people who, in a democratic society such as ours, have ideas and express
them forcefully so as to influence actions now and hence influence the future. There surely will
be parts of each future you will agree with or find likely, and parts you will disagree with or find
implausible. Just as you do in the present.
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It is not our intention to convince you any of them is true or false. The criteria for
evaluating alternative futures are not their truth or falsity, since no one can predict the future
accurately. They are intended to be useful: to get you thinking about the futures in ways that
might be broader, deeper, or at least different and useful, than you may be thinking of them now.
You will spend the rest of this morning and part of the afternoon in two of the four
futures we have prepared for you. You will be placed into a room with "artifacts" from the
relevant future, along with a "guide from the future". You will read a brief narrative about your
future, and then your guide will ask you to answer some questions about it. The questions are
designed to get you thinking how you and Hawaii might respond positively and successfully to
climate change if the future were to be as embodied in the future you are in. After you have done
that, you will then be placed into a totally different future, and asked to respond positively to it as
well.
Then, after your current ideas about "the future" have been properly tested, Donna Ching
will take you through a visioning exercise so that we can then begin to develop a policy that will
enable Hawaii to adapt to climate change now, guided by a vision of a broader preferred future.
I will end by reminding you of Dator's Second Law of the Futures. The Law is based on
the premise that we are living in a world of very rapid, technologically induced social and
environmental change. In such a world, the past is not a very good guide to futures that are full
of many novelties caused by new technologies and the new behaviors and values they produce.
Dator's Second Law of the Futures says, "Any useful idea about the futures should appear
to be ridiculous." Remember that law as you experience the futures, and engage in the
envisioning process. This is as "true" a law as is possible in the social sciences. IF most of the
future is novel, THEN many things you may hear about it will be new to you, and strike you as
ridiculous.
Useful "ridiculous statements" must be based on "emerging issues" which actually exist,
though most people are unaware of them. It is the duty of a futurist to point out the emerging
issue that is the basis of the startling statement, and present a plausible scenario for its emergence
and development.
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Thus, not all ridiculous statements are useful. Many, being unfounded in evidence, are
simply ridiculous. But if you rush to judgment and dismiss new ideas as ridiculous, you almost
certainly will miss what is important for you to know about the futures. Your every day
commonsense world--the things you take most for granted--is full of things that, when they were
first conceived and invented, were declared to be ridiculous by solemn, serious, and respectable
folks, like you.
Try to avoid falling into the trap of "crackpot realism"--believing that what is "now" has
forever been and will forever be as it is now. The main point of our activities today is to enable
you to think more usefully about helping Hawaii adapt to climate change on the basis of
challenges and opportunities from the futures, and not on the basis of the past or present as you
might otherwise be tempted to do otherwise.
Now, let's get ridiculous and start making sense.
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Introduction to the Scenarios
The scenarios used during the work session were generated using the Four Futures
method developed by Jim Dator on the basis of a continuing analysis of images of the future in a
wide variety of sources. Details of the method can be found in Journal of Futures Studies,
November 2009, 14(2): 1 - 18. The Four Futures method organizes scenarios into the four most
commonly held generic types of images of the futures. They are:

Continued Growth
Discipline
Collapse
Transform
Each of the four futures uses a different theoretical, methodological and informational base. The
four generic types are then made specific as appropriate. Our information for the futures used in
this workshop was gathered over the course of summer, 2011, through interview sessions with
public and private sector experts supplemented with information gathered through environmental
scanning by HRCFS staff. A summary of expert interview participants can be found in the List of
Participants section of this document, while links to other resources are organized by scenario in
the Appendix.

The essential premise of each of the four images of the future is:
Continued Growth:
The purpose of government, education, and all aspects of life in the present and recent
past and future is to build and maintain a vibrant economy, by developing the people, institutions
and technologies to keep the economy growing and changing, forever.
Discipline:
Some people feel that precious places, processes and values are threatened or destroyed
by continuous economic growth. They wish to preserve or restore these places, processes or
values that they feel are far more essential to humans than is the acquisition of endlessly new
things and/or the kind of labor and use of time that is required to produce and acquire them. They
believe that continued economic growth is unsustainable, asserting that the economy and society
must instead be focused on certain values and institutions that can ensure survival and a fair
distribution of society‘s resources, goods, and services.
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Collapse:
Collapse may be cause in one or a combination of ways – economic, environmental,
resource, moral, ideological, catastrophic disasters, etc. It is based on the widely held fear that
our globalized world is fragile, over-extended, and heavily interconnected. Collapse, in the sense
that the word is used here is not meant to imply total destruction or extinction of humanity, but
rather an event or set of events resulting in a lower stage of development than the world at
present.
Transform:
This scenario focuses on the transformative power of technology – especially electronics,
robotics, artificial intelligence, genetic engineering, nanotechnology, new materials, and space
research. Its central feature is the emergence of a ―dream society‖ as the successor to the
―information society.‖ It anticipates and welcomes the transformation of all life, including
humanity from its present form into a new ―posthuman‖ form on an entirely artificial Earth, and
throughout the solar system.
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Continued Growth
ahOlaCORP
CONFIDENTIAL DOC - LEVEL 7

Pacific Region
Shareholders Update
02060/08/22
Life on Oahu‘s gold coast has never been better, even, and perhaps especially, in the
wake of climate change. As expected, sea level rise and coastal erosion have been minor
obstacles, and our perspective has always been that the many trials and tribulations brought
about by climate change are opportunities for continued growth and market capitalization. In
fact, we have recently started to license home reclamation insurance for those who lost
everything in the deluge following Hurricane Keanu in 2057, and for those who continue to
reside in low-lying areas, we have lowered coverages on our non-Act of God disaster policies,
although steep premiums obviously keep our liability to a minimum. As deconstruction
continues on the Greater Honolulu Sea Wall, we feel confident that we can increase profits
across numerous sectors while financially mitigating the ongoing 1 foot rise in sea level, and as
projections signal greater encroachment, perhaps up to and beyond a 1-meter rise, by the end of
this century, we remain confident that cost-effective and profitable solutions, including our
patented Fl-hOme-tilla technology, which is currently being marketed on Kauai, will be brought
to the market.
With the standoff in the South China Sea escalating, our support of U.S. and Allied Asian
military operations portends a significant increase in our warfare robotics division, whose h2drOnes have been an integral part of fending off ―drills‖ by North Chinese warships and piracy
in the region and closer to our island home. We‘re also excited to announce a partnership with
the Pacific Intelligence Command to install a new AI Intelligence Analytics Network (IAN)
specializing in security forecasting and games-based defense strategy, and we are hopeful that
our alliance with the military will bring the ongoing cyber attacks from religious extremists
against our technology infrastructure to a swift end.
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Now that we have purchased the controlling interest in the University of Hawaii system,
we are working to tailor the institution‘s pedagogy and curriculum to suit the military‘s growing
needs, which drives the local economy. We‘re planning on announcing this partnership with a
new ―billboard‖ next to the Chinatown corridor exit off the H1 a few weeks before registration
opens. As the only locally owned accredited institution of higher learning on island, we have a
veritable monopoly on local talent, as many families cannot afford the taxes and the service
requirements for education on the mainland. We know that the families who live on island want
to work and play here, and we feel extremely satisfied with the educational opportunities we can
provide to the top 0.05% of the state‘s growing population, who according to our most recent
data claim upwards of 90% of the island‘s wealth. We have not, however, forgotten about the
other 1.8 million island residents, and our virtual vocational training platforms have seen record
enrollment! Our inclusive housing plans have skyrocketed as real estate prices on the islands
continue to rise, but we want to give back to the community, so we've doubled our efforts on the
Upper Makakilo Domicile-Deficient Relocation Initiative (UMDDRI), which should house
upwards of 30,000 residents in need.
As our island climate begins to dry and with the last of Oahu‘s original agricultural land
now under development, we can finally implement our grand strategy for the island‘s food
system: GM-hOme. We are confident that localized and small-scale production of GMO
produce, which ensures that island customers can only grow our seeds, will provide an affordable
and sustainable alternative for lower-income families (99.5% of the population) who cannot bear
the burden of the trans-Pacific tariff on produce, which has now reached 67%. As negotiations
with Googleplex Industries, who owns exclusive rights to the trans-Pacific Oceanic Waterway,
recently came to a close, we are confident that this initiative will bring them back to the
bargaining table. We had also previously agreed to re-negotiate the barrel tax rates to the interisland refinery on Molokai and from the Pacific drilling and mining rig off the Northwest
Hawaiian Islands, but the tariff setback has stalled all negotiations. We are committed to building
an energy-independent Pacific, and as drilling in ANWR comes to a close, we are confident that
the U.S. will look to our islands to bring what is left of the world's crude oil to the market safely
and sustainably.
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As concerns over freshwater access have driven millions from their homes across Africa
and parts of the Americas, we are working with the military and the state to subsidize a largescale reverse osmosis desalination plant for Oahu‘s leeward coast to ensure and stabilize
Hawaii‘s strategic significance within the region. Our long-range plan includes reclaiming the
site of the former Aulani resort, which was unable to survive the moderate tsunamis that struck
during the mid-2040s, and we are looking solely to locals for a workforce to salvage and
ultimately rebuild the site. As we continue to negotiate the purchase of the island‘s remaining
usable beaches, we are excited about the opportunity to reinvigorate island tourism, and we are
glad to have the assistance of the military and state agencies in clearing away the illegal
tenements along Waianae and Waimanalo in order to begin construction on our 150-story
beachfront timeshare and flex-residence properties in the coming months. We see these
properties as key in providing opportunities for investment, both locally and internationally, in
the islands. In thanks for your continued patronage and attendance at today's presentation, we are
giving everyone the chance to be the first to experience our ―Dive the Maldives‖ tours at a
significant discount!
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Discipline Scenario
Mastering the Art of Survival
Followers under Master T, welcome to the annual meeting 2060 at the T schoolhouse. As
you know, since Master T was appointed as one of the Master Citizens in 2050 by the Hawaiian
government, the Master has taught us how to achieve ethical and aesthetic excellence in one‘s
everyday life. I am Seongwon, a facilitator of the meeting today – August 22, 2060 – so, I am
going to report to Master T what we discuss after our meeting is over.
Followers, we are here to discuss how to make our community better. Yesterday, I asked
Master T, ―What single thing would improve the quality of our life?‖ The Master replied,
―Tighten your belts and save, and produce more than you consume.‖ Even though we believe
that we moved from a Consumer Society, where one's very livelihood depended on increasing
consumption, Master T doesn‘t seem to be sure that we went ‗‗cold turkey‖ from the Consumer
Society.
Let me remind you of the years of hardship that we went through because some of us still
remain in the Consumer Society. The collapse of the global neo-liberal economic system, cheap
energy depletion, and the ecological crises of the first half of the 21st century led to mass
starvation and huge migrations around the world. Hawaii was not spared from this fate. These
challenges were felt even more across the islands, especially as tourism, and the input of food
and energy, was reduced to a mere trickle. And then, for a while, severe flooding inundated
Oahu. In a single night, there were torrential downpours that dropped over 20 inches in just an
hour‘s time. It was a complete nightmare! Lots of people died, and survivors suffered from a lack
of water, food, medicine, and electricity. Because of these unexpected events being duplicated
around the globe, the world population went down a third to five billion: the Hawaii population
was down a half to 600,000. As you well know, all beachfront property became fully submerged
due to sea level rise. These tragedies were mainly because of human-induced climate change.
The problems facing humanity were very serious, complex, and transnational. No one
country could solve them. Thus, a new political governance entity emerged in 2049, called the
G-20. This new United-Nations-esque organization was transformed from the former G-8
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summits in order to solve transnational energy, environment, and food challenges. The G-20
tightly regulated financial systems, which resulted in raising interest rates and taxes. The
government of Hawaii is now able through price incentives, rationing, and other methods, to
strongly influence its people‘s economic behavior. All citizens were issued a Resource Access
Card while corporations doing business in the islands have added ecological debt to their balance
sheets. The more a corporation pushes the environment beyond its ability to renew itself, the
greater the corporation gets into ecological debt. This provides a clear and tangible incentive for
resource conservation. Few people complain about our strong governmental leadership,
recognizing that individual and social survival and thriving depends on it.
We call these efforts the strategies of a Conserver Society. These strategies are sensitive
to the limits of growth and are designed to change people‘s behavior whether or not they change
their values. While the strategies certainly are desirable to thrifty people who conserve resources,
these overarching strategies assume that people want to have a growing economy but in different
ways than they previously practiced. By being more efficient and less wasteful, modest growth
could be maintained with less energy and other resources, thus doing more with less.
For example, we use antimatter-powered public buses instead of private cars. We still
use airplanes but only for business. We drink water that has been run through gray-water
filtration, which is called silver nanowire filtration. We turn all food waste into energy. As is not
uncommon elsewhere in Asia, most people in Hawaii eat insects. They are very nutritious and
easy to raise without harming the environment. We have a large family that understands the need
to share anything, linking together to create their home.
How did academia respond to the Conserver Society? In order to find an optimal solution
to the energy and food crises, the G-20 created a network of transnational research universities,
called ―Global Green Universities.‖ The University of Hawaii at Manoa (UHM) became one of
the G-20 universities, as UHM has strong research abilities in the fields of Ocean, Land, and
Space. UHM hired the best global scientists, engineers, designers, and economists, and students
are granted internships where they can work on various projects to make our islands strong. In
order to keep things working smoothly, alcohol consumption is strictly limited for students, and
the drinking of organic green tea encouraged.
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In this morning‘s session with other mentors, Master T imparted some timely wisdom,
―Renew yourself completely each day, do it again, forever again.‖ He has a truly disciplined
mind, and we are very fortunate to have him as our guide on the pathway towards conserving life
on our precious islands. We do not break down what we have, nor transform what we have;
rather, we continuously renew what we have in order to live in harmony with all that exists.
Followers, these efforts that we made are good, but not enough for sustainable growth.
Let‘s put forth every ounce of our energies in order to internalize values of the Conserver Society
where life thoughtfully continues moving forward. Who can be the first to speak for a better
community? Master T will be pleased to hear from you.
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Collapse
ONE Hawaii: Collective Life in the New Beginning
Addressed to the group:
I‘d like to extend a great and warm welcome to everyone. We are so grateful for those
who have traveled both near and far, leaving behind family and your responsibilities to attend
this gathering. We know how hard the journey is for some and want to especially
acknowledge our neighbor island brothers and sisters who spent much time and effort to
come here to Oahu and share their wisdom.
It has been a long road that we have traveled together and that brings us here today. Every
five years since 2045 we gather, this year in the rich mountain farmlands of Mokuleia, to
share, learn, plan and grow as a larger community, harvesting the wisdom of our brothers and
sisters from around the islands. As is our custom, we begin with remembering, as we know
the lessons of the past can be our important ally in collective visioning of a greater future.

Please join hands for our opening chant:
Unity in our diversity
Collective in our communities
Respect for the natural systems and inherent wisdom of all life
The Great Shift began in the early 21st century when easy prosperity still blessed our
island chain. Food and medicine were plentiful, exchange with the outside world was a daily
experience and most members of our island society lived in relative peace and harmony.
Although there had been many harbingers before, this all began to change in late 2019. A
worldwide economic depression had begun some years earlier brought on by collective greed
and living beyond our ecological means. While war, suffering, poverty and environmental
degradation had become rampant in some areas of the world, Hawaii still enjoyed a relatively
good economy and natural environment. But homelessness was on the rise and the effects of
climate change were already beginning to emerge with our beaches eroding and weather patterns
changing.
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Hurricane Ho‘olilo devastated Oahu in 2015, claiming many lives and effectively
bringing the economy of Honolulu to a standstill. We realized that while we had created many
emergency plans, we had not created any long-term recovery plan for our islands and the people
suffered greatly as a result. At that time, we imported over 80% of our food from outside of our
islands and kept no more than a week‘s supply on hand at any moment. We had always thought
aid would be immediate from the outside, but the logistics of transporting sufficient food and
medical aid to the islands‘ over 1 1/2 million residents proved to be extremely difficult in reality.
We were caught unprepared. Almost immediately, the people suffered starvation, looting and
crime. While a sense of normalcy eventually returned, the damage to our city and infrastructure
was great, and the memories of violence and chaos were too much for many residents. Some
with shallow roots in Hawaii decided to leave the islands, and our economy, which was almost
completely dependent on tourism, languished.
At the same time, in spite of the global recession, severe oil price shocks began in 2018
with the price of oil reaching over $200 a barrel. The world leaders finally realized that the
realities of peak oil had arrived. We had not prepared enough renewable energy resources and
technologies to meet the needs of Hawaii‘s residents. Imports of goods, food and energy quickly
became expensive beyond the reach of the average citizen and the economic downturn
worldwide deepened to an unending depression. It was not long before many more of those with
the means to do so and without deep family roots moved away. From a population of 1.6 million,
our islands soon only held some 400,000 residents. We hear of the times when the U.S. Military
held large plots of land on the islands, but this all changed when the global disasters struck. After
the last military base vacated in 2028, we were left with only a small local coast guard to
maintain any semblance of order. It was not enough to keep island-wide peace for long.
When the mega-tsunami hit in 2032, triggered by a huge earthquake in the Aleutian
island chain north of Hawaii, residents were unprepared. The warning system was down due to
energy shortages and many, many lives were lost. This final disaster sent our islands into a
tailspin of food shortages, starvation, rampant crime and suffering. Sea level rise exceeded many
of the experts‘ predictions and we are now living with an ocean that is over 3 feet higher than it
was in the 21st century, and we see signs that it is still rising. I know some of you have come
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today to tell stories of the sea level rise and its effect on your community. We are anxious to
learn how you are dealing with this challenge. Our storms today are much stronger, flooding has
become common and our communities have learned to operate in an almost constant struggle for
survival.
Some of our elders who are still alive today remember well these dark times and we have
learned much from them. As the remaining residents of our islands began to emerge from the
shock of such drastic changes, they collectively realized that to survive as a society we would
need to work together. To end the violence and chaos that had descended on our islands and to
begin rebuilding a new way of life we would need to become One Hawaii. The Pono Peace talks
began in 2042 leading to the OHCL Council - One Hawaii Community Leadership - we know
today. The U.S. Government had always cared about us, but there was only so much they could
do from so far away. Now, like every other country, we hear news that the U.S. itself is in
disarray, devolving into many local, self-governing communities, concerned with their own
survival. We invited our representatives from Washington to attend this council but they did not
respond once again, so we can only assume that the journey was too arduous to make. We long
ago learned that it is up to us to create the world we want to live in.
This week we will look at some of the programs going on around the islands. Our
members from Kauai are here to talk about the impacts of the local food security initiatives they
have started--the One House, Many Families sustainability initiative which I hear is enjoying
great success in combating regional food shortages.
Here in Mokuleia we have been very successful with our daily, weekly and monthly
share-market initiatives. Every family in the region brings their expertise to the markets to teach
new skills, trade food and goods, and share ideas and knowledge. We think it is a great model,
but you may have something similar already happening where you live. If so, we want to hear
about it. I know that all of you have come to tell of the unique ways that your community is
meeting its own challenges. We are excited to hear of your successes as well as your stumbling
blocks.
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We will also address some recent health concerns, particularly the outbreak of mosquitoborne diseases like malaria and dengue that I hear have plagued all our islands and the increase
of leptospirosis in the fresh water streams near our communities. This source of water is a vital
addition to the rainwater harvests and it is imperative that we find a solution to the waterborne
illness that has become more prevalent. Our measurements show that the rains have been
continuing their historic decrease each year and this poses a big challenge for our future. We‘d
like to hear from others what they have seen of rains on the other islands. There are some here in
the Mokuleia Mountains who believe they have devised a system for tapping the underwater
aquifers again. We will be sharing that knowledge with you this week.
Ours is a Hawaii where all members of a community work together to grow the food they
need, harvest water, create energy, educate each other and engage in artistic endeavors that feed
our minds and souls. Today, in this sacred place, in the abundant mountains of Mokuleia, we
gather to share, to learn and to develop new ideas for the futures. We know that the air, water and
land are our blessings to be treasured and protected, and that we will only survive as One
Hawaii. I welcome each and every one of you and hope to learn about your community‘s unique
challenges and successes so that we may face the futures, ready and prepared for whatever
changes will come our way.
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Transform
Setting: ―Blue Hawai‘i‖ 2060 Stakeholder‘s meeting
The 2060 Blue Hawai‘i Stakeholder meeting in kell now begins. Here are landers from
Hawai‘i dirt and also mainlanders here by projection. Here also are the Gene Masters, speakers
of the language of God, GeoEngineers, readers of dirt and sea, with other scientists from other
sacred kell. I will speak common sound so that all may understand and begin by recalling how
Hawai‘i has come to be as it is known today. As all know, life in Hawai‘i has been much
different since the U.N. Forum on Climate Change, prompted by the realization that humans
have influence on parts of Earth‘s ecosystem (the Anthropocene Movement), reached a general
consensus that humans should take a more active role in shaping the evolution and embrace
humankind‘s role as a major geologic force. For decades, our grandsires worked to reverse or
slow the effects of climate change, but by the time of the Forum, opinion had shifted from a
―back to nature‖ mentality to one of ―intelligent evolution‖. Rather than viewing the Earth as a
series of landmasses isolated by water, our grandsires of the First Anthropocene advocated a
reorientation that insisted that bodies of water were isolated by landmasses. As the melting of the
polar ice caps provided Russia with convenient lanes of water transport and access to resources,
so too did Hawaiians begin to think of a Hawaiian (―HIquatic‖) Continent rather than our home
as the isolated Hawaiian Islands.
As Hawaii‘s poor or recently dirt-less residents began living on ships speckled around
each island, our grandsires began to build more permanent and artificial islands of dirt. As these
―floating favelas‖ gradually became occupied by more of those who worked and lived in water,
the separation between floating Honolulu (for example) is indistinguishable from Old Honolulu,
except that many more chose to live in water than on dirt. After the technological Singularity of
the 2040s, in which human intelligence merged with non-biological intelligence to revolutionize
genetics, robotics and nanotechnologies, many humans chose to abandon biologic systems for
technologic forms. We in Hawai‘i have largely chosen to remain biologic, though some here
have incorporated machines into their living flesh. Mainlanders and other Children of the
Singularity now come to Hawai‘i as genetic tourists, seeking escape from the cold and metal
cities on dirt.
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Hawaii‘s long history of ocean farming, dating back to pre-contact periods of
overpopulation, helped our grandsires avoid some of the food shortages experienced by dirted
humankind. As a leader of ocean farming in the Anthropocene Era, early advances in genetic
manipulation allowed for a wide variety of hardy, climate-adaptive plants and animals to be
engineered for human consumption. A decreasing preference for anything ―natural‖ or
―unintelligently evolved‖, combined with increasingly scarce access to potable water encouraged
development of pharmaceutical and organ replacement technologies which encourage waterretention and purification within the human body. Better kidneys and the ingestion of dialysis
nanites now allow us to live with less water than our water-fat grandsires could have endured.
Later, as more Hawaiians began to work and live underwater, modifications to the human genes
allowed for minimal consumption of oxygen. Some of our youngest children are now able to
breathe underwater and also drink the water of the oceans, thanks to the Gene Masters. As the
estrogenic chemicals of our grandsires continued to dilute in our waters, the males‘ inability to
produce sperm has made sexual reproduction difficult. Only ten years ago did the first human
children asexually bud from their parents‘ bodies and the gender of male became vestigial to the
human species. For those here in kell who wish to be considered biologic males, I remind you to
drink your testeroil interval.
As fossil fuel energy production became more expensive and difficult to import, as well
as the susceptibility of electronics to water, we of the HIquatic Continent have developed
bioelectrical energy generation and storage. The warmth of the Earth, the light of the Sun, and
the pull of the Moon provide all that our bodies and cities need. Hawaii‘s educational systems
have become intensely focused on aquaculture and the invention of biotechnologies through an
understanding of the Language of God and the climate engineering of GeoEngineers. Libraries,
once filled with books preserving knowledge, have also become storehouses for genetic samples.
We have seen an increase in political conflict between the dirted Hawaiians and those
living in the ocean. Definitions of ―human‖ vary between mainlanders, augmented with their
artificial intelligences and electronic prosthetics, and the Hawaiian preference for genetic
manipulation and biologics has caused some strife. The planned sinking of the Hilina Slump on
the dirt of the Big Island, so that we might prevent a mega-tsunami should it fall uncontrolled
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into the ocean, has not been met unopposed. Many of you here today undoubtedly remember
moving from dirted communities to your ocean homes. Some few of you may only rarely find
yourselves on Hawaiian dirt now that so much of our production and work lives are now
surrounded by water. The climate engineering projects of the GeoEngineers are continuing, but
as the first generation of totally Blue Hawaiian children (who are likely never to set foot on dirt)
are being born, some with gills and some without, we have asked you to this stakeholder meeting
in order to consider whether our climate engineering projects will continue to meet Hawaii‘s
needs. You are here representing the different communities of the Hawaiian Continent and many
of you are experts in aquaculture, GeoEngineering, the Language of God, education, policy and
health. Bring those expertises to bear in today‘s meeting of kell and remember that you speak for
many who cannot be here.
Transform Historical Timeline
2060 – First generation of children born in/on water which will likely never set foot on dirt that
has not been artificially constructed, if they do so at all; first children born with the ability to
drink sea water and breathe underwater; estrogen in the water has nearly eliminated the male
gender; GeoEngineers prepare to sink the Hilina Slump on the Big Island in order to prevent a
mega-tsunami.
2050 – Lack of potable water and clean air inspire the use of drugs, artificial organs, genetic
modification and selective breeding with the goal of creating plants and animals which require
less H2O and O2; dialysis medications developed to augment kidney function during the
processing of urine during dehydration; first ―bud babies‖ are born from an asexual reproduction
process.
2040 – Genetically modified organisms and aquaculture transform the Hawaiian Islands into the
―HIquatic Continent‖, a central hub of production and commerce; more Hawaiians live on
floating cities above and below the ocean surface; rising estrogen in water makes reproduction
difficult for males; Singularity occurs, Hawaii‘s floating cities become refuge for those resisting
the merge of human and machine intelligence and form.
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2030 – U.N. Forum on Climate Change, inspired by the Anthropocene Movement, declares that
it is impossible to reverse climate change and that active shaping of climate change should define
environmental policy. The advice of genetic engineers is sought by policy makers who dub them
―Gene Masters‖.
2020 – First floating cities appear around and in between the islands, mainly occupied by those
displaced by sea- level rise and the poor; the extinction of Hawaiian species prompts the
University of Hawai‘i to create Genetic Libraries to house samples of all species.
2011 – Recognition of climate change as a serious force prompts Hawai‘i to initiate strategic
planning and policy for the futures of Hawai‘i.
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Introduction to the Questions
The conference participants were provided with two sets of questions prior to the start of
each visioning session. Facilitators then used the first set as prompts for discussion during the
scenario sessions, while the second set was designed as a questionnaire to be filled out at the end
of each session.
The first set of questions was designed to help prompt discussion as to what overall
priorities of statewide concern regarding climate change in the State of Hawaii are needed in
order to improve the quality of life for Hawaii‘s present and future populations. They serve as a
way to explore the challenges and opportunities presented by each scenario, which in turn helps
to identify themes and elements that are preferable and not preferable, which elements, if any,
are common to all four scenarios, and which are relevant only under particular circumstances.
The Questions
The questions presented to the participants were:
1) Compared to the beginning of the 21st century, what are the major advantages we have
for addressing climate change in this future?
2) Compared to the beginning of the 21st century, what are the major challenges we have for
addressing climate change in this future?
3) Who will be the major actors creating and carrying out these policies in this future? (e.g.,
nations, corporations, scientific and educational institutions, individuals, religious groups,
terrorists, etc.)
4) In this future, how does climate change affect the nature of relationships among
stakeholders?
5) Who in this future society would reap the most benefits and who would face the most
challenges?
The second set of questions deals with the personal views of participants by asking them
to rate each scenario they encountered in terms of likely or unlikely, and preferable or not
preferable while also allowing participants to problematize current social practices and policies.
Space was also provided at the end of the questionnaire for participants to leave anonymous
comments, concerns or personal thoughts. This questionnaire was collected at the end of each
session. A sample of the questionnaire is presented here:
1) How certain are we that the future described in your scenario will occur—is it more
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likely or less likely?
a. If this future is likely, what could we have done in the early 21st century to prepare for
this future?
b. If this future is not likely in your opinion, what makes this scenario less likely?

2) How preferable is the future described in your scenario? That is, how close is it to your
own preferred future?
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Individual Scenario Participant Responses

Continued Growth
Compared to the beginning of the 21st century, what are the major advantages we have for
addressing climate change in this future?
Trying to embrace, not change, Climate Change
Some places benefit from Climate Change and can capitalize on it
Hawaii is elevated a higher level compared to the Maldives, Tuvalu, and other islands
Hawaii is isolated, we can ignore what others are doing
Use the military to protect Hawaiian territory
Corporate support allowed us to use technology
The ocean is privatized, which allows us to conduct profitable activities
We have controlled and advanced fish stocks
We can keep disease rates higher, which impacts our pharmaceutical sector
Became home to all the world's declining species, because we own all biospheres in
Hawaii

Compared to the beginning of the 21st century, what are the major challenges we have for
addressing climate change in this future?
Isolation can be both bad and good
Need to control 90% of the population
Uncontrolled border patrol
Still use of 19th century, centralized, infrastructure
Difficulty obtaining water, energy, and sewage
Continual need to continue making profit
Need to engage 90-95% of population
Hawaii low on the totem pole if there is an ecosystem collapse
Large prison population in state
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Social disruption with a worrisome crime rate keeps people away
Mobility difficult between areas
Additional opportunities to capitalize on energy options
Integration of all players and pieces
Profit to be made in additional land development within conservation areas

Who will be the major actors creating and carrying out these policies in this future? (e.g.,
nations, corporations, scientific and educational institutions, individuals, religious groups,
terrorists, etc.)
Corporations have taken the lead and have concentrated political power in their hands
Uncontrollable segments of the population
Local, regional groups or initiatives
Terrorist segments and the potential for them to grow if not controlled
Continued exploitation of sexes
Youth get into school systems in order to ―infiltrate‖ and disrupt other sectors
Relationship among stakeholders continue to change

How does this change the nature of relationships among stakeholders in this future?
Need to ensure diversity (genetically if necessary)
Intense competition among all stakeholders
Increased relationship between the military and the general public
The environment is important based on the monetary value
Corporations increase and decrease their importance based on how each issue helps or
hurts their bottom line
Increased partnerships among universities, educators and the State
Whoever owns the technology controls the relationship
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Those who can vote, those who have money, and those who have weapons create the
dimensions of the relationships with those who do not
News media does a good job of manipulating the public, using the messages of the elite
With decentralized communication everybody counts as an outside stakeholder
Corporations because of requirements to act responsibly and ethically; accountability is
tracked via corporate charters

Who in this future society would reap the most benefits and who would face the most challenges?
No need for the other 90-95% of Hawaii's population
90-95% of the population (the poor) add to problems and we own everything
No incentives if there will be no profit
Those with the highest level of education benefit
The creators and maintainers of technology benefit
The biggest beneficiaries are those with money
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Discipline
Compared to the beginning of the 21st century, what are the major advantages we have
addressing climate change in this future.
Due to the strict life cycle regulations there is a much smaller population which could be
an advantage when distributing resources and establishing a state of control
This scenario looks closely at conserving resources which gives a better understanding of
future supply and demand
Being that this is a disciplined society, it is easier to enforce the rule of law
Less green house gases are emitted, due to tighter regulations, can influence global
climate change
Smaller carbon footprint
People are more receptive to government agency
Equal health distribution can be seen as better overall healthcare
No longer a consumer-based society
Sustainable level of living for 600,000 people
Taro, fishponds and algae are everyday resources for use in the general society
More spiritually aware society
Renewable energy pump/hydro
Less concentrated urban infrastructure
Coastlines have less development due to submerged areas
More focus on the group then the individual
Strong, united governing body in G-20
No cars and an increase in bicycles; glorified tricycles
Compacted development and stringent building regulations
We continue to have fresh water because water is not corporate, it is a public right
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The University of Hawaii has taken on international role, which gives Hawaii leverage in
the international market
The University of Hawaii has also embraced innovation, which gives incentive to able
minds and bodies to be creative and environmentally responsible
Renewable and dependable sources of energy, anti matter
Climate change is a known issue and steps are taken to prevent any more environmental
digression
Using resources in a reusable fashion is typical and common, not unique and rare
Hawaii is isolated from the rest of the world. No tourist so the economy has changed
Different society and economy than in the past. Much more stable.
The environmental, economical, and social costs are factored into the decision making
process of individuals and government.
One of the largest advantages we have today is that we are energy sufficient through
geothermal, hydro, wind energy, which are all produced here in Hawaii
Compared to the beginning of the 21st century, what are the major challenges we have
addressing climate change in this future.
There is no doubt in regards to the changing natural environment since we have greater
scientific certainty of the impact of climate change on our world
We are much more dependent upon ourselves due to isolation which makes the need to
import resources even more critical
Human labor costs are much higher in our efforts to maintain sustainability
People have given up civil liberties in exchange for a sustainable lifestyle
Less federal disaster aid
Immunity from spreading diseases
State has lost tourism, which leads to a drastic change in the economic stability of the
State.
Less capital to invest in green technologies
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Greater competition for agricultural land due to loss of coastal lands
Ocean acidification has reduced certain fish as a protein resource
Might have to relocate people on one island to another due to impacts of volcanoes and
erosion
Civil unrest due to some in society working for the good of others and themselves
The absence of military presence makes our society more vulnerable to outside threats
Lost air and boat transportation. Rebuilding in the same capacity as before was
unsustainable and impractical
Uncertainty of the viability of coral reefs and natural forests to provide previous benefits
of natural eco-systems has caused us to scale back in consumption of those areas.
Influx of people coming to Hawaii from other Pacific Islands that have been submerged.
This has caused an even greater strain on our resources
Required to evaluate how susceptible a community that lives on the water, is to the
impacts of climate change

Who will be the major actors creating and carry out these policies in this future? (e.g., nations,
corporations, scientific and educational institutions, individuals, religious groups, terrorists,
etc.)
Military
Educational systems
Islands around the world with similar characteristics to Hawaii
Master T and his citizens
Organized religion needed to help people adjust to this new reality. Need master citizens
to help people adjust and comply.
Anarchist-type groups
Corporate World involved in feeding and transporting communities
Power and water utilities depending how they rise or collapse
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New level of citizen engagement in government
Large corporations are not influential actors
How does this change the nature of relationships among stakeholders in this future?
Greater interdependency among each stakeholder
Many parts but one body
Barter systems become more depended upon
Different commerce systems
Thinking is long-term (generational) not in four-year election cycles
Stigma associated with those who caused problems
Different government agencies need to work together better
Assessment of what areas or people produce more or better (i.e. fish, taro)
Ahupuaa is found to be better for wind energy then agriculture
Greater collaboration for establishing what is good for the community
How does the government deal with dissenters or who don‘t agree?
For whom in this society would this create the most benefits and for whom would this create the
most challenges?
People that own arable land have an advantage if private property rights are maintained
Whoever controls the resources (i.e. bureaucrats) has the greatest advantage
Scientific and social innovators
Green Tea and other natural herbal substance growers
Communities that demonstrate collaboration and sustainability will have the most benefit
Individual would have the greatest challenge in a collaborative society
Individuals with skill sets that serve the essential needs of the community, will do well
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Collapse
Compared to the beginning of the 21st century, what are the major advantages we have
addressing climate change in this future.
Wealth of Hawaiian knowledge before the technology-rich culture of the 21st century,
from ancestors, lessons learned when technology got in way of protecting land
Greater sense of urgency; collapse of economy allows for a more sustainable economy
West Hawaii (Big Island) has to be more creative when addressing needs, working
together, clustered communities with people sharing skills and making trades. Catchment
systems were failing which led to the creation of underground catchment systems
Forced to learn the wisdom of less consumption
Tighter social network. Not as bad off as mainland
There is a lot of diversity in terrain for growing food and finding alternative places to live
in a small area like Hawaii
Less dependent on fossil fuels
More flexible and interdependent society
Better able to adapt to our changing environment and attach less of a permanent
relationship with physical belongings
There is a better understanding of environment and how it changes throughout the year
A greater cultural understanding of austerity from earlier generations of immigrants and
how they came to make Hawaii their home
Sense of joy, artistry, music that is central to well being, singing becomes a way to come
together
Compared to the beginning of the 21st century, what are the major challenges we have
addressing climate change in this future.
West Maui has problems with potable water
Lack of fossil fuels
Cannot tap aquifers or pump wells because there is not a lot of power
West Hawaii‘s size is both a benefit and a problem. The main problem is the
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difficulty communicating among communities
Degrading infrastructure is challenging the safety and health of the community
Do not have new technologies or many renewable resources to improve life
Communication is slow and done by notes and runners
Computers powered only by the sun, which limits their ability to tap information from
other islands or the mainland
Many elders with knowledge were lost to disease
Because of new changes happening and the loss of knowledge, we cannot deal with the
new changes as they come
Disease and child mortality percentages have been increasing
Women are subjected to different expectations in this society
Limited by what you can do with your own hands
Isolation and lack of communication reduces ability to deal with stresses and challenges
Tsunami wiped out access to books, arts, literature
Naturopathic knowledge on the big island could be used as a resource for other islands.
People have continued to over harvest eucalyptus forests to get insect repellent
Not able to combat invasive species to preserve endemic or native species for medicinal
purposes
Need to create paradigm that is enduring and that is resistant to external influences if we
re-engage with the outside world

Who will be the major actors creating and carry out these policies in this future? (e.g., nations,
corporations, scientific and educational institutions, individuals, religious groups, terrorists,
etc.)
West Hawaii – re-established guilds: masters, artisans, craftsmen, teaching is in clusters
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Other pacific islanders who are already skilled in self sufficiency became leaders in terms
of knowledge transferred, but they are in some ways still marginalized
There is some mistrust on West Hawaii but cooperation still exists
There is some degree of separation among generations, but all are involved in the
community
It has proved more efficient when everyone is organized in smaller groups
Molokai retains a rural lifestyle, living relatively simple lifestyle, passed down through
the generations
West Hawaii has become a ―University of the Pacific‖
How does this change the nature of relationships among stakeholders in this future?
Lanai is composed of small communities which operate with consensus based decision
making
Keiki learns from the land
Value of Kupuna
Growing restlessness among all groups
Cooperatives with elders as repository of information
More trust between groups because we have to work together
More community based and less concerned with hierarchical guidelines
Leaders move around between communities to share knowledge and information
Recognize the contributions of all ages
Thinking ahead to future generations
Interisland exchange to learn about the changes and differences within communities.
Changing the way we see the outer islands and ourselves
Urban Oahu suffered the most decline
West Hawaii – share leadership, but don‘t appreciate others coming to take our resources
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Maui – community meetings, democratic leadership based on cooperation
Increased reliance on religious leaders as people turn back to faith
Concern that the old times have taken on a mythical quality, promises of ―returning to the
old ways‖ become a political tool
For whom in this society would this create the most benefits and for whom would this create the
most challenges?
Resource holders gain
Those who lack access to resources/power are the most challenged
Those areas with water have more control and power
The poor, less skilled and women are challenged
Lanai feels vulnerable because they are small, as population declines they become more
vulnerable to outside control/acquisition
On Oahu former military lands useless; arms held by those in power, control of water
determines who is in control, difficult for people to start up their own plots due to lack of
water
In the early days, West Hawaii was under martial law, and as communication with the
mainland became less frequent we became less powerful
People with food benefit
Those with disease suffer because of lack of medical care
Molokai consulted with people from Kalaupapa to understand and learn how to deal with
disease
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Transform
Compared to the beginning of the 21st century, what are the major advantages we have for
addressing climate change in this future?
Less land anyway, so more water is useful
AI does not need water or food, and so they have multiplied
Cybernetic implants allow people to live in this environment
AI can help with climate change projects
Hawaii is expanding as the mainland is suffering from resource shortages
Focusing on adaptation means we anticipate rather than only respond
Artificial Intelligence community supports change more than humans
Hawaii ahead of mainland (has adapted to ocean life)
Easier migration and move between land/ocean boundaries
Able to predict climate change and better anticipate needed changes
Lanai is center of power (ocean-centric) rather than Washington D.C.
Hawaii is center of power, with lots of natural resources
Communication technology betters connections between Hawaii-Mainland
Many visitors to Hawaii bringing lots of ideas to Hawaii
Less reliant on portable water, land, and male-female sexual reproduction
Acceptance of climate change means Hawaii is good at adaptation
Less need to modify watersheds
Can create resources we need to survive
Robots which produce no carbon except during manufacturing
Slowing of the aging process for humans
Overpopulation on land less of a problem
Drive to increase population lessened, population growth rates stabilize
Science and engineering experts given political power
Less need for organized religion, fear replaced by technology
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Direct access to Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion and wave energy
More confidence in science and technology
We successfully survived the end of petroleum health concerns; waste, water quality
Less judgment about physical differences
More self-reliance and self-sufficiency for Hawaii

Compared to the beginning of the 21st century, what are the major challenges we have for
addressing climate change in this future?
Population is growing too fast in some places where resources seem abundant
AIs now compete for resources too
Adapting technology to extracting resources on land to under water
Still finite natural resources which can be diminished
Adapting human species fast enough to keep up with climate change
AIs can improve upon human flaws, perhaps superior to humans
Strife associated with different classes of humans, AIs and cyborgs
Lack of acceptance, possible violent underground movement
No sustainable solution to human-created trash and waste problems
No way to recycle AI construction material, possibly toxic
Lack of commonality between those living on land and those in water
Wasting ocean energy on land and those resistant to living in water
Lack of equality in those generating/using resources
Reliance on ocean may leave us vulnerable to new threats
No genetic recombination, decreases our ability to adapt naturally
Land use policy requires a new system of ownership
Dangerous reliance on technology and the loss of former culture
‗Caretakers‘ having too much power regarding personal health
Continually increasing need for greater food production
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Less certainty on what will constitute quality of life
Creation of caste or class systems developed based on cybernetic technology
Larger geographical area to control
Continued climate change may encourage new forms of extreme weather
Floating cities may want independence from land-based cities
Uniformity of cities may discourage diversity
Wars over resources and energy are likely to occur
Decreasing appreciation for arts and humanities
Difficulty in preserving Hawaiian culture
Less democratic form of government
Earlier generations asked the wrong questions about climate change
Increasing complexity of life and lifestyles may cause social ills

Who will be the major actors creating and carrying out these policies in this future? (e.g.,
nations, corporations, scientific and educational institutions, individuals, religious groups,
terrorists, etc.)
AIs are able to adapt better than humans
Humans with artificial implants form a middle class, or transitional group
Increasing conflict between human, AI and cyborg classes
Education: too much information, loss of knowledge which cannot be electronically
encoded
Political-economy: only a few corporations in control of resources and waste disposal
Religion: AIs have none and most see religion as a distraction
Tourism: not promoting mass tourism, catering only to the super wealthy
AIs are taking over (unintended consequence)
Large demand for people on land looking to visit and live in Hawaii
Power concentrated in producers of new technology and underwater vehicles
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Growing competition between Hawaii and other Pacific Islands trying to attract visitors
Native Hawaiians are not a major player, their population is diminishing
Early adopters of new technology have an advantage over slow adopters
Resurgence of militant, religious, and terrorist groups
In this future, how does climate change affect the nature of relationships among stakeholders?
Relationships are less social and more individual-based
Climate Change is enforced with conflict over who decides what to control
Humans depend on knowledge from genetic engineers, reliant upon them
Reliance upon AIs have made some humans dependent upon them for thinking
More acceptance to change in younger generations
Tension between land and water dwellers, with relations improving in younger
generations
Some dependence of humans on AI, which makes some uncomfortable
Resistance of land dwellers to move into water, land dwellers using lots of resources
Who in this future society would reap the most benefits and who would face the most challenges?
Who benefits?
Corporations benefit as they are capable of hoarding resources
Those humans who have adapted to living underwater
Education a social tool for controlling attitudes and perspectives
Knowledgeable in technology and early adopters
Current landowners and lease holders benefit as land costs increase
Aqua dwellers as they rely upon an abundance of water-based resources
Who is Challenged?
Those who have not adapted to water, which is a majority of humans
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Those who have no technological adaptations are not able to live on scarce resources
Human genes are resources to be managed
Mutants, failed experiments, and non-human species
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Evaluation of the Responses
This section will present general themes as discussed during the work sessions in relation to
the seven drivers around which the scenarios were designed:
Population
Environment
Economy
Technology
Energy
Culture
Governance
None of the groups discussed all seven of the drivers, but all made direct reference to some of
them. A general survey of the groups‘ thoughts on each driver yielded little consensus, but did
suggest that there are parameters within which they expect them to fluctuate, as well as particular
elements relating to each of them that are preferable over others.
Population
Groups that did directly discuss population invariably suggested that fewer people on the
islands would be an advantage. Where population growth was mentioned (Transform scenario),
it was seen as a negative pressure on the resources and economy of the islands, and also as a
potential source of conflict between locals and non-locals. The elderly were a commonly
mentioned sector of the population, and were viewed as vulnerable due to resource and energy
fluctuations because of dependence on medical facilities and access to medications, valuable
because they possess a wealth of knowledge, and also as a living model to emulate due to their
previous experience with harsh economic downturns and lack of access to resources. One
disciplined group went so far as to specify a good carrying capacity for Hawaii at 600,000
people.
Environment
Self-sufficiency for Hawaii, both in terms of food and energy dominated discussion of
this driver. Conservation of land was also an important theme, but was much less prevalent.
Expanding the built environment into the ocean was generally viewed as acceptable, but some
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felt that in doing so we would pollute the ocean environment as well. Some groups viewed the
geographical isolation of Hawaii as an advantage; they felt it would allow the State government
more freedom to allocate scarce resources and to better utilize land for the purpose of selfsufficiency, rather than profit.
Economy
Some groups suggested that it is possible people will be just as happy to live with fewer
material goods, but that investment in technology, particularly in the energy sector will be the
key to adapting to sea level rise. In one disciplined scenario, a downturn in the tourist sector of
Hawaii‘s economy was associated with a lack of capital for investment in green technologies. In
another, participants suggested that a society based on resource discipline could not be a
consumer society at all. Collapse scenario participants suggested a community-based barter
system as a possible response to decrease in the influx of goods from the mainland, and that
Hawaii could be more selective about what we import. In all six scenarios, participants agreed
that the cost of maintaining our current way of life will continue to increase.
Technology
Renewable energy technologies such as ocean thermal energy conversion, geothermal,
solar and wind were seen as the most important kinds of technology to invest in. Participants in
the transform scenarios generally agreed that expanding our environment into the ocean is a
viable idea, but it was routinely mentioned that genetically or mechanically adapting ourselves to
the environment was disturbing, though there was also agreement that such adaptations would be
advantageous. It was suggested that such adaptations, if they were ever to be carried out, would
be done out of necessity, and not preference. Other groups suggested repurposing old
technologies as an adaptive strategy, highlighting that even if the environment of Hawaii
collapses, technology does not simply disappear. In all cases, access to technology in general
was associated with the ability to transport it from the mainland or elsewhere. There was wide
recognition that the vast majority of the technologies that are essential to Hawaii cannot be built
in Hawaii. Several groups suggested that where possible, technologies whose production and
maintenance can be sustained locally in fields such as agriculture, water catchment, naturopathic
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medicine, aquaculture and energy should be widely implemented. Traditional Hawaiian
technologies were suggested as a possible model.
Energy
Across all groups, there was a consensus that renewable energies are the most viable
route to energy self-sufficiency. Dependence on any single source of energy was framed as a
negative. Alternative sources of energy that have not yet been invented, such as the anti-matter
energy in the disciplined scenario were generally viewed with skepticism as to whether they
would be viable in the next fifty years, and none of the groups chose to consider implementing
nuclear technology. Several collapse groups suggested that a transition to manually powered
forms of personal transportation would not be unpleasant and that a ―Venice‖-type approach to
adaptation might even add to the atmosphere of paradise traditionally associated with Hawaii.
Culture
There was wide agreement on the need to form stronger communities, with only one
disciplined scenario suggesting that culture would focus more on the individual. One collapse
group suggested that small groups would prove more efficient. Many groups agreed that the
family unit, both traditional and extended, will become stronger and more important, and that
religion and spirituality will also play a larger role across a wide range of scenarios. Corporations
were widely viewed as the actors which benefitted the most, representing the most powerful type
of group. ―Common‖ people were most often framed as having the least power, and there was
widespread agreement that those who owned land or controlled resources would benefit at the
behest of 90-95% of the population. This percentage range was mentioned across several of the
scenarios. Interdependence was identified as an important value, one that would be reinforced by
factors such as a decrease in population size, scarcity of resources, and an economic or
environmental collapse. However, it was also identified as a potential source of conflict and a
possible source of social inequity. One group went so far as to state that conflict is a part of
human nature, suggesting that it could be addressed but never eliminated. The elderly were
mentioned more often than children, with a single reference to the word ―keiki‖ appearing in one
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collapse scenario‘s notes. Most often, children were referred to using the more general term
―future generations.‖
Governance
Increased isolation could be an advantage in terms of increasing the capacity of State
governance, but most groups felt this could only come at the expense of access to resources,
which would justify a greater degree of government control. However, many participants felt that
going as far as the disciplined scenario would lead to a totalitarian form of governance. One
disciplined group went as far as to characterize the scenario as ―1984‖ in reference to George
Orwell‘s novel of the same name. That particular group also felt that limiting access to resources
through rationing would remove the incentive for people to work hard. Across the groups,
corporations were widely viewed as having more potential for increased power in the future than
government. Growth and increased social control were also generally associated with higher
levels of security, particularly with regard to corporations. There was greater general support for
forms of governance which include more people, though it was also widely assumed that
changes in governance are a fundamental source of social inequalities. Scenarios with a small
number of powerful actors were generally viewed as less preferable and those with more
democratic traits as more preferable.
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Response-Based Policy Recommendations
The following policy recommendations are derived from participant responses collected
during the futures work session exercise. They do not represent the views of the authors or
scenario facilitators. The response-based policy recommendations are:
Think about policy in two phases: one set of policies geared toward tourists/shortterm visitors, and another geared toward long-term residents
Oahu is the best testing ground for policies because it will be most affected by
climate change
Stop development of critical infrastructure (airports, emergency facilities, oil storage
facilities, government buildings, etc.) in the inundation zone, and where possible
relocate to outside inundation zone
Consider policies geared towards reducing population pressure on Hawaii‘s
resources, including:
o Policies on immigration and maximum residency caps
o Restrictions on the number of tourists allowed into the state at any one point
in time
o Limit the number of people that can live on and visit each island
Encourage lifestyle choices which will lessen the dependence on imported
medications
Encourage expanding the built environment into the ocean with an eye toward
minimal modification of the natural environment
Encourage research of sustainable technologies that can be designed, produced and
maintained locally
Encourage development of alternative forms of energy and transportation
Decrease dependence on the importation of goods, services and human resources
Consider alternative forms of long-distance, high-capacity transport to and from the
mainland and international destinations
Diversify and decentralize energy sources
Create an official agency whose sole task is to anticipate and create policies that
advocate for and protect the welfare of future generations as a silent minority group
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General Trends and Conclusions
Several key themes not directly related to the drivers or the scenarios themselves have been
identified:
A general malaise regarding faith that adaptive action will be taken in time to prevent
disaster
Climate change is seen as a negative that can be mitigated, but is not something that most
people embraced, though there was wide agreement that it is inevitable
How we adapt to sea level rise is important
Oahu was widely viewed as the area most likely to suffer from the negative effects of sea
level rise and would suffer the effects first and worst
The general work group orientation tended to believe that the future would be worse than
the present
The collapse scenario was viewed as likely, while the others drew mixed responses
There was unanimous agreement between groups that current forms of governance are reactive
rather than anticipatory, and as a result issues are often not addressed until they become big
problems. Those efforts that are currently being undertaken were viewed as lacking in
coordination and communication among groups working towards similar ends.
Climate change was framed in all groups as inevitable even in scenarios where technology,
conservation or other mitigation strategies were widely deployed. The view of most participants
tended to be one of collapse as being the most likely scenario. Though collapse itself was framed
in a negative light during group discussions, and the idea of a continuation of the way we live
now (in a consumer-based society) was preferable.
While there was little general consensus as to specific approaches in adapting to sea level
rise, there was also a definite range of responses within which participants preferred to work.
Outside of these bounds, people began to reject elements of the scenarios, in some cases
rejecting the entire scenario based on severe dislike of particular elements. Both the continued
growth and transform scenarios experienced one walkout each because of this. These examples
show how set the participants are in their perceptions of the future and their resistance to change.
Because Oahu is the most urban and populated of all the islands, participants expected that if
access to resources or consumer goods were affected by sea level rise, Oahu would be hit first
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and hardest. In scenarios where widespread emigration out of the state occurred, Oahu‘s
population shrank by the largest percentage. Outer islands that are currently more rural were
viewed as more self–sufficient and also held the most potential for future conversion to
renewable energies, because the land would not need to be repurposed as it would be on Oahu.
Overall, most groups tended to believe that the world of the future will be worse than the
present. This idea was not always explicitly connected to sea level rise, but seemed to be rooted
more in the belief that the problems affecting Hawaii are increasing in number and also
accelerating their pace so that they become much more difficult to deal with over time. Social
inequities were widely expected to increase, while social justice was commonly viewed as
difficult to define, much less achieve.
While the majority of groups lacked a consensus as to the likelihood and preferability of their
scenarios, collapse groups agreed unanimously that collapse was likely but not preferable.
However, most groups also generally agreed that scaling back on consumption of material things
might be a social good, suggesting that the transition to a collapse-type scenario might not be as
painful as some might think.
Future Work Session Observations and Suggestions
The general work session results provided a variety of information that can be usefully
deployed when planning for policy change over the next fifty years. Presentation of scenarios did
prove effective at helping participants maintain a long term, plural view of the futures for the
duration of the work session. Assigning participants specific roles was effective in prompting
engagement both with the issues specific to each scenario, as well as the other participants. For
example, the transform scenarios assigned a participant to represent the AI community and
collapse participants were randomly assigned to represent different islands.
Participants found the scripted introductions given prior to entering each scenario room
useful, but many noted that it was much more difficult to shift time horizons after leaving the
scenario rooms. Future work sessions should emphasize transitioning both into and also out of
the scenario rooms. Future work sessions could be enhanced by exposing participants to all four
scenarios and a minimum of one full day should be allocated for this portion of the futures work.
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A general introduction was provided to the entire group before entering the scenario rooms, but
future work sessions should also include a formally structured debrief with the entire group after
exposure to all four scenarios.
Future work sessions would benefit from producing a group generated scenario which
represents preferred elements and addresses challenges identified in the four scenario sessions.
Such a scenario is representative of a thorough futuring process and can help to clarify policy
issues. A group debrief would provide an opportunity for participants to discuss their responses
to the scenarios in terms of preferability and likelihood. Finally, future work sessions should
result in the creation of a preferred future which outlines general policies geared towards the
achievement of that preferred future.
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Notes from Expert Interviews
The initial phase of project design involved gathering data and information through a
series of informational work sessions and interviews conducted during the spring and summer of
2011 at the State Office of Planning. The purpose of these work sessions was to gain insight as
to what kinds of futures are currently being considered by experts in fields as diverse as public
health, ecosystems, ocean acidification, infectious diseases, climate and rainfall, ahupua‗a issues
and more. Personnel participating in the work sessions or interviews included:
Leo Asuncion – Hawaii CZM Planning Program Manager
Marni Meyer – Planning and Policy Analyst, Hawaii CZM Program.
Cindy Barger - Watershed Program Manager, US Army Corps of Engineers
Deanna Spooner (Coordinator) and Jeff Burkett (Scientific Manager) - Pacific Islands Climate
Change Cooperative (PICCC) - ecosystem experts
Bruce Wilcox - UH Manoa Infectious Diseases, South East Asia
Ed Texiera - Director State Civil Defense - disaster management
Karl Kim - UH Manoa, Department of Urban and Regional Planning - disaster management
Cheryl Anderson - SSRI, Social Issues
Steve Anthony - USGS, Groundwater
Melissa Finucane - Pacific RISA, Rainfall Issues & Water Resources
Makena Coffman - UH Manoa Department of Urban and Regional Planning, Greenhouse
Gas/Climate change Policy and Economics
Dolan Eversole - UH Manoa Sea Grant Program, NOAA Coastal Storms Program Pacific Islands
Regional Coordinator - coastal storms/sea level rise
Chip Fletcher - SOEST, Sea Level Rise
Dave Karl & Barb Bruno - CMORE CREDDH with NOAA, Ocean Acidification
Anthony Aalto - Sierra Club
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The information gathered at these work sessions and interviews was intentionally broad in
nature, and focused on discovering trends, developments and important information that may just
now be emerging or becoming relevant. This information was then used as part of the
information and data set upon which the drivers for the main work session were based.
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Global trend – 1-foot sea level rise by 2050
o Hawaii may lag behind: 1 foot increase by 2060
Beach erosion will become a pressing issue, but will be ignored until it cannot be
o I.e.: you can‘t have a seawall until you have ―hardship‖
o Does hardship automatically allow for seawall construction? Sierra Club is
working on this.
Some of our coastal roads will be shut down for many hours per year
o Laniakea, Honoapiilani Highway, West Maui, East coast of Oahu. Both
undermining and overtopping, during a typical ocean swell
o By 2060 we won‘t even need a storm. Many of these roads are the only way in
and out for some communities.
o Up to 3-4 times a month for 3/4 of a day each
 Sea level rise will slowly sneak into our lives.
Sea level rise comes out of storm drain system.
o 2011: Now happens 2 times per year at the highest tides in Waikiki.
o Yacht harbor towards Diamond Head gets water.
o At Kakaako you can already hear manhole covers rattling when there is a big
swell.
o By 2060 storm drainage system will be shut down two to three days, twice a
month.
Infrastructure problem: Sewage lines often run under the main roads. Kalanianaole, etc.
Sea level will raise the groundwater table.
o Not all are convinced that this will cause infrastructure damage.
Maintenance – we typically have a reactive rather than proactive response
o Water table sits at about mean sea level. If you raise a foot and then have high tide
you will see more road degradation.
o Currently a lot of potholes near ocean are caused by this.
 There is a significant economic burden for fixing and maintaining roads.
There may be some areas where we can ―climate proof‖ the road – build a 3-foot
―bridge‖ that raises the road above the water table to mitigate this maintenance issue.
Idea of putting timed gates – storm system – where the gates close during high tide.
o Similar to the New Orleans system.
It is difficult to convince anyone to spend money on planning for problems that are not
explicitly assigned to their departments (A maintenance issue)
Ocean Acidification – ocean around Hawaii is acidifying.
o How that directly affects ecosystems is not really clear
o Different species may be more of less vulnerable
o We don‘t know yet how Coraline Algae (an important part of our ocean
ecosystem) is affected.
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Ocean phytoplankton are also being damaged by sea temperature rise
o Ocean acidification and sea temperature rise are interrelated
Sea level rise and coral reefs could change sedimentation issues and increase wave
energy
o We know this has happened in geological history.
Rainfall is a huge issue
o 15% decrease in rainfall in Hawaii since 1950
o Microclimates will affect the rainfall change in the future
o Trend is accelerating – possibly net 30% decrease by 2060
 This may lead the way for desalination to be developed in the future.
By 2060 our coastline will be largely seawalls and we will be dealing with water that will
not drain away
o Possible solution – land trust that buys up beachfront areas.
Average rate of beach erosion island-wide is a little less than a foot per year. 60 feet of
erosion by 2060.
Computer modeling showing increased hurricane activity
o Windward sides of the islands are not as vulnerable to Hurricanes b/c water is
cold to the east, but as those waters warm and the wind regime changes, we may
begin to see hurricanes approaching from the east - a new pattern.
Sea Level rise makes tsunamis more damaging.
What everyone is afraid of here is a tsunami generated from the Aleutian Islands
o These lose the least amount of energy as they travel, no shallow areas between
here and there
o Worried that the stress buildup on the Pacific plate is being released everywhere
but there (Chile, Tonga, Japan, etc.)
We‘re currently having a lot of successes in green infrastructure and development, this
could accelerate by 2060
Wetlands will benefit from sea level rise for a period and then they will become salty.
How sea level rise would affect ports
o More wave energy
o Worry about surging, high tides – water washing up on low docks
o We can engineer ports to accommodate this, but it may imperil the gasoline
refineries due to surges or tsunamis
 If our oil refineries are destroyed, no one is going to gas up to rescue us
because they could not gas up to get home.
15% increase in vulnerability to hurricanes by 2060
o 30% by the end of the century
o Worst part of the island to be on when hurricane makes landfall is the right corner
Airports may experience wave splash on the reef runway
o May only be usable at low tide when there is no swell
o We also may need a longer runway for the new larger planes
o We could add seawalls or raise the runway, but this would be really expensive.
One of the biggest challenges to change is regulatory framework
o We are hitting a stagnation point on a lot of current projects
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o It is difficult to manage economics and development needs vs. ecosystem and
conservation needs.
Waikiki beach – we are currently going to spend a few million re-nourishing the sand
o The cycle of re-nourishing is going to accelerate with sea level rise
o Drainage is an issue as well
 Will Waikiki become degraded and will tourism look elsewhere?
Kaanapali beach – there are areas where the beach has disappeared, so hotels block
access to the ocean and build a ―keiki‖ beach at the pool so people stay at the hotel and
spend more money, etc.
Taro growing is threatened – the ponds will become salty with sea level rise
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